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D

ear Coaches,
As FITA President, I am very pleased with the second level Coaching Manual. For
a sport to progress, coaches have to work with the athletes and for this they need
the appropriate tools.
The success of the level one manual has shown that there is a worldwide need for
this kind of tools. We are convinced that the level two will fulfil the same purpose
and will make it possible for archers to advance in all of our member associations.
This manual was only possible thanks to the work of the FITA Coaches committee under the chairmanship of Ken Bearman and his two colleagues Kim Yung-Tak
and Josef Preisser. Also all other coaches that edited and reviewed the manual,
deserve the merit of this edition. A special thanks goes to our Development & Education Director, Pascal Colmaire.
Last but not least I want to thank the FITA Vice-President, Bob Smith and the
Hacettepe Printing Department for the tremendous effort in making this manual.
Best regards.

Uğur Erdener
FITA President

D

ear Coaches,
When FITA was created there were two basic goals. Establish basic rules applicable
worldwide and develop the sport. For the rules you need a rule book and this book
has existed since the start of FITA in 1931.
However FITA had to wait till 2002 to get its first coaching manual for level one.
Now in 2007 we are able to produce a second level manual and both of these manuals are essential for the development of the sport.
This also shows that Archery has progressed without these manuals but still we
do need them for many reasons.
• To assist new or smaller member associations who do not have the resources to
develop such toolkits
• To assist existing member associations to guarantee consistency in how archers
are being formed and reduce the early drop-out that is a problem in many cases
• To assist by giving some new way of archery education
• To develop other disciplines of archery that might not yet be known in all of our
member associations
We hope that this manual will help to evolve the coaching of our sport and FITA
doesn’t have the pretension to say that this is the only way. In archery there are
several ways to get to the 10 and as long as it is a safe and healthy way we can only
encourage you in your approach.
Enjoy the reading,
Use this tool and most important:
TEACH IT TO AS MANY PEOPLE AS YOU CAN.
Best regards,

Tom Dielen
FITA Secretary General

I

have had the honour to be part of the development team producing this FITA
Coaches Manual ‘2nd level’ or ‘Intermediate level’ as we have come to know it, and
now I have the pleasure of introducing this product to you.
The detail in this manual has been submitted by many of the top coaches and
archers from around the world and gives a broad view of their thoughts and specialised techniques. With the writers of the articles coming from all of the five continents there were many views and methods of coaching and of development programmes etc. The team assembling the data have collated some of the differing ideas into the articles resulting in the finished manual you now have before you. What
ever continent or Member Association to which you belong, there should be something in this manual that will help with the development of your coaches which will
benefit your archers. As these coaches/archers skills develop their enjoyment level
will increase. This enjoyment will develop enthusiasm which will become a display
window for archery and help bring many new people into our sport.
The technical development of equipment is growing faster than it has ever done
before; and we as coaches have to keep abreast of the technology that is helping to
drive the scores higher and higher. The FITA office and the Coaches Committee are
already contemplating developing the ‘3rd level’ Coaches Manual.
Back to this ‘Intermediate level’ Coaches Manual, I would like to thank Pascal
Colmaire for his enthusiasm in overseeing the inauguration of this manual, without
his enthusiasm I’m sure this manual would still be in the production state. I would
also like to thank the members of the FITA Coaches Committee who are Hyung
Tak Kim – Korea, and Josef Preisser – South Africa, both of these coaches have
dedicated hours of work to this manual and I truly thank them for the time they
have given so willingly. Also, behind the scenes there is the staff in the FITA office
that has helped enormously; I offer my gratitude and thanks to all these people.
May your coaching bring you and your archers the rewards you seek.
Best regards,
Ken Bearman
Chairman – FITA Coaches Committee

Introduction
FITA strongly believe that some competition between the National Archery Coaching Certification Programs (NACCP) is good and can generate significant progress
in archery coaching.
Countries without yet a National Archery Coaching Certification Program
(NACCP) are strongly invited in developing one for their domestic use and growth.
For that purpose, they can ask the authorization of using the NACCP from another
country, or get “inspiration” from several ones.
On top of these alternatives these countries can also use the Coaching Education Materials produced by FITA, for their NACCP.
The FITA Coaches Committee has started in 2003 to produce some Coaching
Education materials, with first a Level 1 Coaching Manual, then a Power Point presentation for assisting the Coaching Course Conductors in educating the novice
coaches, then in 2004 the FITA Beginner Awards Program (BAP) and a Level 1
Coaching video in 2005. The countries without a NACCP yet, are invited to use
these FITA Coaching Education Materials - if these items are relevant for educating their archery coaches. The FITA Member Associations wishing to use and/or
translate any of these FITA Coaching Education Materials should contact the FITA
office. They will receive a good assistance.
It is a pleasure to terminate a new FITA Coaching Education Material: the FITA
Level 2 Archery Coaching “Manual”. Below you will find out the principle on which
this curriculum has been developed.
The FITA Coaches Committee has identified three levels of coaching educations, briefly:
• Level 1:	leading to the competencies in teaching a generic basis to the various
archery forms to the novices.
Note: The coach usually does not know what kind of bow and which disciplines the
novices will practice in the future.
• Level 2:	leading to the competencies in “perfecting” the archery skills of the
archers who have concluded the level 1 program and who whish to:
• Become specialist with one bow division in one or two archery disciplines.
• Start some local and regional competitions
• Level 3:	leading to the competencies in training athletes in order to achieve the
highest competition results, i.e. making training plan and ensuring its
implementation. At this level, the coach should be able to make progressing various skills fields (Physical, Psychological, Technical…) in
a predetermined duration (one year for instance).

Regarding The Level 2
Coaching objectives
At this level 2, the coach has usually to take care of archers who have completed the
level 1; hence have acquired a generic basis to archery. These “initiated” archers are
now ready for choosing their own archery equipment division and archery disciplines; in other words, they need the assistance of a coach for getting specialized in
one type of bow (Recurve or Compound or Barebow or Traditional bow) and one
or two archery disciplines (for instance Outdoor Target during the warm season
and Indoor Target during the cold season, or Outdoor Target and Field Archery).

Modular format
Pending the “sensibility” of his/her club, the coach will need a coaching specialization that meet the wish of specialization of the archers he/she has to take care
of. This is why the FITA Coaches Committee has presented this curriculum under
various “modules” allowing an education “à la carte” of the level 2 archery coaches.
For instance a coach could have a use of the module “Archers with Disabilities”, because his /her club has always been open to this public due to some close relationship with a rehab center for instance. Another example: a coach could have no need
of the Compound module, or the Field Archery Module, since in his/her country,
only the Olympic form of archery is practiced.
Nevertheless the FITA Coaches Committee strongly suggests to all level 2
coaches to pass the following modules for delivering good coaching services: “ARCHERY ANATOMY, WARM-UP and PHYSICAL CONDITIONING” – “CODE
of ETHICS” – “FIGHT against DOPING” – “PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS of ARCHERY” – “PSYCHOLOGY” and “TRAINING PLAN”
It will be up to the FITA Member Associations that will use the FITA Level 2
Coaching material to make these modules mandatory or not.

Profile of the archers to work with
As already stated “At this level 2, the coach has usually to take care of archers who
have completed the level 1…” – See “Coaching Objectives” above chapter for more
details. On top of that, for elaborating the level 2 Coaching curriculum, the FITA
Coaches Committee has also taken in consideration the following common profile
of the archers at this level, met in many countries. At this level 2, the coach has often
to take care of archers for whom archery is their main hobby. Most of them wish to
become good archers, and for that purpose some of them – but not all of them - are
willing to do “some” physical and/or psychological developments once in a while,
but they wish to dedicate most of their free time for shooting arrows with a bow.
Most of these archers will give a try to some archery tournaments, and some of
them will compete regularly, but as “recreational competitors”. Due to the profile of

the level 2 archer, the “Sport Generic modules” such as Anatomy, Physiology and
Psychology are just delivering some basic education to the coaches in the FITA
level 2 curriculum. For learning how to develop / refine the skills from these sport
fields (in other words, for “real” sport training), the coach will have to challenge
the level 3.

Importance of the level 2
Many FITA Member Associations have reported a lack of coaching at the level 2,
as a serious issue for the growth of archery in their country. It seems that in most
of their archery clubs, the entry-level program (level 1) is usually properly ensured.
But once this level completed, most of the “new” archers are facing a lack of guidance in equipment selection, equipment tuning, shooting skills advices, preparation to fist competitions, rules education, equipment maintenance… until that:
– they drop archery for another sport, explaining a part of the huge turnover within some countries
– the best ones will join a regional team, where a coach will take care of them.

Modules writing and quality
These Level 2 Archery Coaching modules have been written by some of the best
world experts in the respective field. Hence you will notice several consequences;
just to name few:
•
The modules are built and written differently, pending their author
•
The standard is pretty high!
Let me restate the biggest thanks from FITA to all contributors, from whom you
will find the list and pictures in the printed version of this curriculum. Without
their invaluable - but free – contribution to this long and important work, I don’t
know how FITA would have been able to make this coaching material available.
As FITA Development (and Coaching Education) Director, I hope that these
level 2 modules will help the FITA Member Associations in better educating their
level 2 archery coaches and by consequence in better coaching their archers who
have completed the entry level program, since these two (linked) objectives are
among the highest priorities of the FITA Department I am in charge of. But also as
an archery and coaching lover since… a while!
Best regards to all the persons involved in archery coaching.
Pascal COLMAIRE
FITA Development and Education Director
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